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SUMMARY
Vehicle-related flood fatalities and rescues
are a significant emergency management and
road safety problem. This study investigated
the influence of road characteristics on a
motorist’s decision to enter floodwaters,
as well as the chance of the vehicle being
washed from the road and the chance of
survival of occupants in a vehicle that has
entered the flooded area. The research
proposes a new risk-based procedure for
assessing flood-prone roads according
to the road’s characteristics, which
can also be used to improve the future
design of roads in flood-prone areas.

Above: THIS RESEARCH INVESTIGATED THE INFLUENCE OF ROAD CHARACTERISTICS ON A MOTORIST’S DECISION
TO ENTER FLOODWATER, AND THE EFFECT THIS HAS ON FATALITIES. PHOTO: NSW STATE EMERGENCY SERVICE.
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• small upstream catchment length
that may cause floodwaters to
rise rapidly with little warning
• absence of roadside barricades
• deep flooding immediately
adjacent to the roadway
• absence of lighting
• dipping road grades that resulted
in vehicles driving into deeper
floodwaters than drivers expected
• lack of curb and guttering
• inability of motorists to
easily turn around
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TABLE 1: CHARACTERISTICS OF ROADS THAT MAY INFLUENCE BEHAVIOUR IN FLOODWATERS
CHARACTERISTIC

DESCRIPTION

Road structure type

Road structure present at point of entry, for example bridge, floodway or roadway

Location

Whether the road was in an urban, rural or peri-urban environment

Roadside barriers

Presence of roadside barriers, for example w-beams and wire rope

Downstream depths

Height of road pavement above adjacent floodplain or river channel,

adjacent to roadway

indicative of the depth of floodwater at the flooded road section

Signage

Presence of flood-related signage, for example road subject to
flooding, floodway, causeway and depth markers

Warning systems

Dynamic systems to alert motorists to a flooded road section for example fixed flashing light

Street lighting

Presence of fixed street lighting to illuminate flooded road section

Road pavement type

Road pavement type sealed or unsealed

Road grade

A measure of the incline of the roadway leading into the flooded road section

Speed

Speed restriction in force at flooded road section

Traffic volume

Qualitative estimation of traffic volume at time of assessment

Presence of downstream

Presence of vegetation or obstacle on a floodplain or in a channel downstream of

vegetation or obstacle

flooded road section that may block the passage of a floating vehicle

Ability for vehicle

Qualitative judgement of the ability for a driver to easily turn around in a sedan

to turn around
Road alignment

Presence of a road bend directly before flooded section

Roadside markers

Presence of roadside marker to identify the edge of a flooded road section

Curb and guttering

Presence of roadside curb and guttering
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TABLE 2: DESCRIPTIONS OF ROAD FLOOD RISK FACTORS ACCORDING TO THEIR INFLUENCE
FACTOR

DESCRIPTION

Factors that may influence a motorist to enter floodwater
Absence of signage

Signage is aimed at informing motorists of the likely presence of water over a roadway

Road alignment

A tight bend in a roadway directly before a floodway may limit chances
for a motorist to act in order to avoid entering floodwater

Road grade

The falling grade of a road may mean a motorist entering shallow water quickly progresses
into much deeper water or that floodwater may be difficult to observe on approach.
Such conditions may give a driver a false impression of the degree of flood risk

Road pavement

Gravel road surfaces are easier for a car to slide off the road

Lighting

Lighting of a roadway allows motorists to observe floodwater during evening hours

Traffic volume

Traffic volume controls the number of motorists at risk to entering floodwater whist travelling a specific
road section. Large volumes of traffic may also hinder the ability of a motorist to turn a vehicle around

Speed limit

Speed limit may influence the speed a motorist was travelling whilst observing
signage and the time for reflection prior to entering floodwaters. It will also
influence the ability of a vehicle to safely stop before reaching floodwater

Ease of turning around

The width and lane structure of a road (i.e. one way or two way)
influences the ability of a motorist to turn a vehicle around

Factors that influenced whether a vehicle was washed or driven from road
Depth and velocity

Greater depth and flow velocities of floodwaters increase the

of floodwaters

likelihood of a vehicle being washed from a road

Rate of rise (catchment size)

Fast rates of rise are associated with smaller catchment sizes,
dynamic flood conditions and short warning times

Presence of roadside

Roadside barricades provide protection against a motorist leaving a roadway

barriers
Curb and guttering

Curb and guttering provide some degree of protection against a motorist leaving a roadway

Distance water was

Water covering a long distance of a roadway may result in motorists becoming disorientated

over the road
Type of vehicle

Smaller vehicles are at greater risk of being washed from roadways

Factors that may influence survivability of motorists once washed or driven from the road
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Rate of rise (catchment size)

Fast rising floodwaters may limit the ability of a vehicle occupants to escape

Flood depths downstream

Vehicles will sink in deep floodwaters

Downstream flood velocities

Fast flowing floodwaters may rapidly sweep a vehicle downstream
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